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Abstract 
The job-shop problem on multi-purpose machines (MPM job-shop problem) arises in the 
area of flexible manufacturing systems. It is a generalization of the classical job-shop scheduling 
problem. 
We develop a lower bound for the MPM job-shop problem. It is based on a two-job 
relaxation which can be solved efficiently by using geometric methods. 
Keywords: Job-shop scheduling; Multi-purpose machines; Lower bound; Shortest path prob- 
lem with obstacles 
1. Introduction 
Consider the following generalization of the job-shop scheduling problem. There 
are n jobs J1,..., J, and m different, so called multi-purpose machines M 1, . . . , M,. 
Each job Ji consists of a number of ni operations Oil, . . . , Oini which have to be 
processed in this order. Associated with each operation Oij there is a set 
Mij E {Ml, .a. 7 M,} of machines. 0, has to be processed on exactly one machine in 
Aij during pij time units without preemption. No machine can process more than one 
job at the same time. 
An assignment p of operations to machines is feasible if p(Oij) E &ij for i = 1, . . . , n; 
j=l , . . . , ni. A p-schedule is defined by the finish times C, of all operations 0,. Such 
a schedule is feasible if 
0 CiVj+12Cij+pi,j+1fori=1 ,..., n,j=l,..., Q-1, 
0 p(Oij) # ~(Okl) for all 0, # Okt with [Cij - pij, Cij) n [Ckl - pkl, CM) # 8. 
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A p-schedule C = (Cij) is optimal if it minimizes the makespan 
C,,, (/i, C) = m”ax Cini. 
i=l 
We are interested in finding an assignment p* and a p*-schedule C* such that 
Cmax(p*, C*) = min {C,,, (p, C): ,U is a feasible assignment 
and C is a feasible p-schedule}. 
We call this type of problem job-shop scheduling problem with multi-purpose 
machines or MPM job-shop problem. It was studied first by Brucker and Schlie [S]. 
They gave a polynomial time algorithm for the problem with two jobs. 
In general the MPM job-shop problem is NP-hard because it is a generalization of 
the classical job-shop scheduling problem which is NP-hard in the strong sense [8,6]. 
In connection with branch and bound algorithms which solve the problem exactly it is 
important to have fast methods for calculating good lower bounds in each node of the 
search tree. In one search tree node some operations may be already assigned to 
specific machines, and some precedence constraints between certain operations may 
be already fixed due to the branching rule. 
A natural way to get lower bounds is to solve relaxations of the problem. For the 
classical job-shop scheduling problem the most common method is based on one- 
machine relaxations [4]. 
For the MPM job-shop problem one-machine relaxations are applicable only for 
operations Oij which can be processed by only one machine, i.e. 1 A(jl = 1. This seems 
to give poor lower bounds if we have Idijl > 1 for many operations 0,. 
Another method for calculating lower bounds for the MPM job-shop problem is 
based on two-job relaxations. This leads to the following problem. 
Problem 1. Consider two jobs Jl, 52 with operations Oil, . . . , Oin, (i = 1,2). Asso- 
ciated with each operation 0, there is a processing time pij, a set of machines dij, 
a head rij, and a tail qij. Additionally there are precedence constraints between certain 
operations Oii and O,j with Aii = &zj = {M}. We want to find a feasible assignment 
p and a p-schedule C = (C,) respecting the precedence constraints uch that 
0 Cij - Pij 2 rij for all i = 1,2,j = 1, . . . , ni; 
l max (C, + qij: i = 1,2, j = 1, . . . , ni} is minimized. 
Methods for calculating two-job relaxation bounds for the classical job-shop 
scheduling problem are given by Brucker and Jurisch [3]. These methods are based 
on a well-known graphical approach given by Akers [l] and improved by others 
[10,7,2]. We will review these methods in Section 2. In Section 3 we present 
a polynomial time algorithm which solves Problem 1. In Section 4 we finish with some 
concluding remarks. 
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2. The two-job job-shop scheduling problem with heads, tails, and precedence con- 
straints 
For calculating lower bounds for the classical job-shop scheduling problem which 
are based on two-job relaxations we have to solve the following problem. 
Problem 2. Consider two jobs Jl, 32 with operations Oil, . . . , Oini (i = 1,2). Asso- 
ciated with each operation 0, there is a processing time pij, a head rij, a tail 4ij, and 
a unique machine M,(ij, which has to process 0, without preemption. Additionally 
there are precedence constraints between certain operations Ori and O,j with 
Mp(ri) = MutZj). We want to find a feasible schedule C = (Cij) respecting the preced- 
ence constraints such that 
0 Cij - pij 2 ‘ij for all i = 1,2,j = 1, . . . ,tli; 
l max { Cij + qij: i = 1,2, j = 1, . . . , tti} is minimized. 
Problem 2 can be solved by solving a restricted path-problem in the three-dimen- 
sional space with rectangular columns and so-called fences as obstacles. The opera- 
tions of fl(J2) are represented as consecutive intervals on the x-axis (y-axis). The 
length of the interval Zij (i = 1,2, j = 1, . . . , ni) is equal to the processing time pij of the 
corresponding operation Oij. Additionally there is a time-axis z. 
There are two types of obstacles: 
Rectangular columns which model the restriction that each machine can process 
ontyoneoperationatatime.WheneverM,,,,t=M,,,ir(i= I,...,nl,j= l,,..,n2j 
we define Iri x Z,j x [0, 00) as rectangular column. 





X = C Plk, 2 G rlj L'= 1 P2kT z< r2j 
k=l k=l > 
which is located in front of an operation O,j (Ozj). 
Fig. 1 shows a three-dimensional configuration of columns and fences. The F-line 
denotes the line parallel to the z-axis crossing the xy-plane in (xi: r plk, xi: 1 Pan). 
If there is a precedence t&ttiOn O,j <OZk (O,j before oZk) between operations to be 
processed on the same machine, then the corresponding obstacle is expanded beyond 
the y-axis. Similarly, if there is a precedence relation 02,‘ < O,j, then the correspond- 
ing obstacle is expanded beyond the x-axis. Fig. 2 shows the projection onto the 
xy-plane of two expanded obstacles. 
A path p from 0 to the F-line is feasible if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) The projection of p onto the xy-plane consists of horizontal (only Jr is 
scheduled), vertical (only J2 is scheduled), or diagonal (both jobs are scheduled) 
segments. 
(ii) p crosses neither columns nor fences. 
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(iii) The z-coordinate of each point P on p is equal to the length of the subpath from 
0 to P where the length is defined as 
the length of all non-vertical pieces parallel to the x-plane/$ 
+ the length of all non-vertical pieces parallel to the y-plane/,/? 
+ the length of all pieces orthogonal to the y-plane 
+ the length of all other (diagonal) pieces/& 
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In connection with tails qij which are associated with the operations Oij 
we have to introduce some further notions. The plane defined by 
x = C’,= 1 plk (y = I’,= 1 pzk) is called plane immediately after operation 
011 (Ozj). Let tij denote the point where a path p from 0 to the F-line 
hits the plane immediately after operation Oij. Furthermore let e(p(O .-a tij) 
be the length of the partial path of p going from 0 to tij. Then the value C,.,(p) is 
defined by 
G,,(P) = max {l(P I O”* 4j) + 4ij)* 
i=l,Z 
j=l,...,ni 
To solve Problem 2 we have to find a feasible path p* from 0 to the F-line with 
smallest C,,,( p*)-value. 
In Brucker and Jurisch [3] it is shown that we only have to look for paths of 
a special structure, namely paths consisting of a sequence of so-called legs. A leg 
L always starts in 0 or a NW-edge or a SE-edge of a column and goes diagonally until 
it hits 
(i) another column or 
(ii) the boundary of the column defined by the z-axis and the F-line or 
(iii) a fence f: 
In case (i) the leg L has to branch to the NW-edge and the SE-edge of the 
column. 
In case (ii) the leg L continues along the boundary of the column defined by the 
z-axis and the F-line until it hits the F-line. 
In case (iii) L has to go parallel to the xz-plane (if f is parallel to the xz-plane) or 
parallel to the yz-plane (if f is parallel to the yz-plane) until it hits the upper border of 
the fence. After this L continues diagonally until one of the cases (i), (ii), or (iii) occurs. 
Now the final part of L is defined recursively. 
Notice that a leg always ends at a NW-edge or a SE-edge of a column or at the 
F-line. Moreover a leg may go orthogonal to the xy-plane, e.g. if it hits two different 
fences simultaneously. 
Fig. 3 shows the projection of two paths consisting of sequences of legs onto the 
xy-plane. Due to Brucker and Jurisch [3] we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. There always exists an optimal solution of Problem 2 which consists of 
a sequence of legs. 
In Brucker and Jurisch [3] it is shown that the problem of finding an optimal path 
consisting of a sequence of legs can be constructed in time O(n,&,,,) where 
nmax = max {nl, n2}. In Section 3 we will show how to use these ideas for solving 
Problem 1. 
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3. The two-job MPM job-shop problem with heads, tails, and precedence constraints 
For calculating lower bounds for the MPM job-shop problem we have to solve 
Problem 1. This can be done by solving a restricted path-problem in the three- 
dimensional space. 
3.1. The restricted path-problem in three-dimensional space 
Job 1 and Job 2 are represented by consecutive intervals on the x-axis and on the 
y-axis, respectively. Additionally there is a time-axis z. Fences are defined as in Section 
2. Moreover there are potential obstacles (Brucker and Schlie [SJ). These are columns 
oftheformZIixZz~x[O, co)whenever~Iin_/Zzj#~(i=l,...,n,,j=l,...,n,). 
A path p from 0 to the F-line is called feasible if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) The projection of p onto the xy-plane only consists of horizontal, vertical, or 
diagonal segments. 
(iia) p does not cross fences. 
(iib) There exists an assignment ,u of the operations to the machines which satisfies the 
following condition. Whenever a potential obstacle is crossed by p, the corres- 
ponding operations are assigned to different machines. 
(iii) The z-coordinate of each point P on p is equal to the length of the subpath from 
0 to P. The length of this subpath is defined as in Section 2. 
We have to find a path p* from 0 to the F-line with minimal C_(p*)-value. 
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We will show that for solving Problem 1 we only have to consider paths consisting 
of a sequence of legs. In connection with potential obstacles a leg L is defined as 
follows. L starts in a point i which is 0 or a point on the NW- or the SE-edge of 
a potential obstacle. The leg L goes diagonally until it hits 
(i) a potential obstacle R, or 
(ii) the boundary of the column defined by the z-axis and the F-line, or 
(iii) a fence f: 
Case (i): Let 01, and Ozl be the operations corresponding to R. Let Q be the set of 
operations to be scheduled after i and before Oi, and Ozl. We assume that there exists 
an assignment p of the operations Oj, E !Z! satisfying the following condition. When- 
ever a potential obstacle is crossed by L, the corresponding operations are assigned to 
different machines. We consider the following cases: 
l If p can be extended to an assignment $ of the operations 0, E 52 u {Olsr O,,} 
satisfying the condition given above, L may branch to the NW- or the SE-edge of 
R or may continue diagonally. In the latter case the final part of L is defined 
recursively. 
l If p cannot be extended to an assignment p’ of the operations 0, E s2 u {Ols, Ozt} 
satisfying the condition given above, L cannot continue diagonally. Thus, L has to 
branch to the NW- or the SE-edge of R. 
Case (ii): L continues along the boundary of the column defined by the z-axis and 
the F-line until it hits the F-line. 
Case (iii): L continues along the fence until it hits its upper border. After this 
L continues diagonally, and the final part of L is defined recursively. 
Theorem 2. There always exists an optimal solution of Problem 1 consisting of a 
sequence of legs. 
Proof. Consider an optimal solution of Problem 1 and the corresponding optimal 
assignment p*. For this assignment here exists an optimal solution of Problem 
2 consisting of a sequence of legs. The corresponding path is also an optimal solution 
of Problem 1. Due to its definition it consists of a sequence of legs. 0 
First we will explain how to solve Problem 1 with qij = 0 (i = 1,2, j = I, . . . ,ni). 
3.2. The head-problem 
For solving Problem 1 with qij = 0 (i = 1,2,j = 1, . . . , ni) we have to find a shortest 
path from 0 to the F-line consisting of a sequence of legs. This is done by a shortest- 
path calculation in a network N = (V, A, 1). 
Vis the set of nodes. It consists of the point 0, a point F representing the F-line, and 
the NW- and SE-edges of all potential obstacles. 
To construct A we have to find the set S(i) of all immediate successors for each node 
i. Due to the fences we can calculate S(i) only if we already know the length t(i) of the 
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shortest path from 0 to i. To compute S(i) we have to find thefirst unavoidable obstacle 
R’ with respect o i and t(i), i.e. a potential obstacle R’ with the property that 
l there exist legs L and L’ which start in i at z = t(i) and end in the NW-edge and 
SE-edge of R’, respectively, but 
l there exists no leg L which starts in i at z = t(i) and crosses R’. 
If there does not exist a first unavoidable obstacle, i.e. there exists a leg which starts 
in i at z = t(i) and ends at the F-line, F is the only successor of i. If the first unavoidable 
obstacle R’ is expanded beyond the x-axis (y-axis), the NW-edge (SE-edge) of R’ is the 
only successor of i. Otherwise S(i) consists of the NW- and SE-edges of all potential 
obstacles crossed by L or L’ plus the NW- and SE-edge of R’ itself. See Fig. 4 for the 
projection onto the xy-plane of this situation. 
Next we will explain how to find the first unavoidable obstacle with respect o i and 
t(i). Let C2 = {Olk, . . . . 01n1,02,, .. . , 0Zn2} be the operations to be scheduled after i. 
For O,, E 62 we define earliest possible starting time usV and earliest possible finishing 
times b,, with respect o t(i) as follows: 
a,, = max (t(i); r,,; max (b,,,,: O,,,r < O,,, O,,,, E S> >, 
b,, = asv + psy. 
Additionally we set aF = bF = max {bSY: O,, E 8). 
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We may represent he operations which have to be scheduled after i as intervals 
I,, = [asvrbrv] on two time-axis (see Fig. 5). 
The first unavoidable obstacle with respect to i and t(i) can be found as follows. 
Scan the intervals I,, shown in Fig. 5 in the order or nondecreasing &,-values. During 
this scan apply the following operations to ZsV: 
ifs = 1 (s = 2) and & contains only one machine M then M is deleted from all sets 
.& (AIL) with Zzl (ZM) overlaps Z,,, i.e. a21. < b,, (alA < bSY) and b22 > asV 
(b ). 11 > 4” 
if As, = 0 then I,, together with the first interval Zj, which overlaps and lAjll = 1 
defines the first unavoidable obstacle R’. 
See Fig. 6 for an example of the forwardscan. 
The length Z(i, j) of the arc (i, j) with j E S(i) is defined as follows. If j is the NW-edge 
(SE-edge) of the potential obstacle Oi, x021, we set l(i,j) = b22 - t(i) 
(I(i,j) = bl, - t(i)). If j = F, we set Z(i,j) = bp - t(i). Note that the Z(i,j)-value of the 
arc (i,j) is equal to the length of the corresponding leg defined in Section 2. 
We have to show that the obstacle R’ calculated by the forwardscan is the first 
unavoidable obstacle with respect o i and t(i). After summarizing the algorithm for 
the head-problem we will give a method for calculating a feasible assignment for each 
arc (i,j) with j E S(i). This method shows that even for the arcs from i to the NW- or the 
SE-edge of R’ there exist feasible assignments p, i.e. there exist legs starting in i at t(i) 
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and ending at the NW- or SE-edge of R', respectively. Moreover it is easy to see that 
there is no leg starting in i at t(i) which crosses R’. We only deleted machines from the 
sets Aj, if it was necessary to go on, getting an empty set As,. Obviously an 
assignment for all operations &jA with bj, < b,, cannot be extended to O,,. The first 
interval Zj, which overlaps I,, and l.4jl 1 = 1 caused this conflict. Thus, I,, and 
Zj, define an unavoidable obstacle with respect o i and t(i). 
Now we can summarize the algorithm for solving the head-problem as follows: 
(1) Construct the network N = (V, A, 1). 
(2) Calculate a shortest path p from 0 to F in N. 
(3) Calculate an assignment corresponding with p. 
For constructing the set A we have to compute the set S(i) of all immediate 
successors for each node i. This is done by processing the nodes in the following order. 
Let there be two obstacles R and R’ which correspond to operations Olk,02, and 
Ols, Ozt, respectively. We define R < R’ if we have 1~ t or 1= t and k < s. The node 
i is processed before node j if for the corresponding potential obstacles R and R’ we 
have R < R’. 
It remains to show how to calculate an assignment corresponding with the shortest 
path p (see [S]). 
Applying the forwardscan to calculate the successors S(i) of a node i we get modified 
sets Aij. A feasible assignment for all operations corresponding to an arc (i,j) with 
j E S(i) can be calculated by a backwardscan as follows. We scan the intervals I,, (see 
Fig. 5) in an order of non-increasing b,,-values, starting with 
bF ifj = F, 
bl, y_ i if j is the SE-edge of the obstacle R defined by the operations Ot, and 
0 2AY 
b2,*_ 1 if j is the NW-edge of the obstacle R. 
During the scan the following operations are applied to the intervals I,,. 
l if s = 1 (s = 2) and A:, contains only one machine M then M is deleted from all 
sets _& (&,J with I,, (Ill) overlaps I,,. Furthermore, we set ~(0,~) = M. 
l If A& contains more than one machine we arbitrarily choose one machine 
M E .& and set ~(0,~) = M. Again M is deleted from all sets &hi. (&;J with Z21 
(Ill) overlaps Zss. 
For the leg from i to the SE-edge of the first unavoidable obstacle shown in Fig. 6 we 
get the assignment shown in Fig. 7. 
In Brucker and Schlie [S] it is shown that this backwardscan always works, i.e. by 
deletion of machines during the scan we never get an empty set. 
The network N = (V, A, I) contains O(n,&,) nodes and O(nz,,) arcs. If we do not 
count the work for doing operations on the sets .&,, Step 1 of the algorithm can be 
done in O(n&). The shortest path calculation can be done with the same complexity. 
The backwardscan for calculating a feasible assignment can be done in O(nmax). Thus, 
the overall complexity of the algorithm for solving the head-problem is O(ni,,). 
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3.3, Solution of the head-tail problem 
Now we will show how to solve the head-tail problem using the head-algorithm 
given in 3.2. By applying this algorithm we get an optimal path p for the 
corresponding head-problem consisting of a sequence of legs. Let C,,,(p) be 
the (not necessarily optimal) head-tail value of p, i.e. C,,,(p) = t + qij. The 
value t denotes the length of the subpath of p which starts in 0 and ends in the 
plane e located immediately after an operation Oij. Let L denote the leg 
which crosses e or ends in e. Furthermore let k be the node where L starts. 
By construction the subpath of p from 0 to k is a shortest path from 0 
to k. 
We consider two cases: 
(1) 
(2) 
If L hits a fence parallel to e before crossing e, then p is an optimal path for the 
head-tail problem. 
If L does not hit a fence parallel to e before crossing e, then p is an optimal 
head-tail path in the set of paths containing node k. We recursively solve the 
head-tail problem, only looking for paths that do not contain node k. The 
solution of the reduced problem is optimal if it improves p. Otherwise p is an 
optimal solution of the head-tail problem. 
In total we have to solve at most 1 VI = O(nf,,) head problems to solve the problem 
with heads, tails and precedence constraints. Thus, the overall complexity of the given 
algorithm is 0 (ni,,). 
4. Concluding remarks 
We gave an algorithm for computing lower bounds for the job-shop scheduling 
problem on multi-purpose machines. It is a generalization of algorithms given by 
Brucker and Schlie [S] and Brucker and Jurisch [3]. 
The algorithm we presented may be used in connection with branch and bound 
algorithms for solving the MPM job-shop problem exactly. Moreover it can be used 
for estimating the quality of heuristic methods. 
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Recently Sotskov [9] has shown that the job-shop scheduling problem with three 
jobs is NP-hard. We suspect hat for each fixed number of jobs the MPM job-shop 
problem with heads, tails, and predecence constrains can be solved in pseudo-poly- 
nomial time. This may lead to lower bounds for the MPM job-shop problem with 
increasing qualtiy. 
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